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Abstract—The rapid growth of distributed energy resources
(DERs) has prompted increasing interest in the monitoring and
control of DERs through hybrid smart grid communications.
The deployment of communications and computation has trans-
formed the traditional physical power grid into a smart cyber-
physical system (CPS). To fully understand the interdependence
of physical grid and cyber networks, this study designed a power
and communications hardware-in-the-loop (PCommHIL) CPS
architecture. This architecture enables the flexible verification
of DER monitoring and control with hybrid communications
architectures and internet protocols. Design, development and
case study of a PCommHIL testbed for the DER coordination
are discussed in detail, and the proposed platform integrates DER
devices, advanced metering infrastructures (AMIs), and a suite
of hybrid communications network for distribution automation
applications. Case study on DER situational awareness and Volt-
Var control validates the efficacy of this proposed PCommHIL
platform with hybrid communications designs. Results show that
the home area network (HAN) communication technologies play
a critical role in hybrid designs and it is the bottleneck for DER
applications. High performance communication technologies are
highly recommended to be applied in the HAN for enhanced
monitoring and real-time control of DERs.

Index Terms—Controller hardware-in-the-loop (CHIL), cyber-
physical system (CPS), digital real time simulation (DRTS),
distributed energy resources (DER), hardware-in-the-loop (HIL),
power hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL).

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing integration of distributed energy resources
(DERs) into distribution grids has spurred great interest in
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Government. The U.S. Government retains and the publisher, by accepting
the article for publication, acknowledges that the U.S. Government retains a
nonexclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce
the published form of this work, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government
purposes.

the DER management system (DERMS) for both distribution
system operators (DSOs) and transmission system operators
(TSOs) [1]–[3]. DERs refer to distributed renewable genera-
tions, e.g. rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) panels, small wind
turbines, residential battery storage systems, electric vehicles
(EV), EV charging stations (EVCS), and controllable loads.
The emerging concept of smart distribution network indicate
that DERs have high potential to support grid operations in two
ways: a) optimizing energy performance of DERs to address
stochastic and dynamic operational challenges of power grids;
b) supporting grid operation by providing frequency regulation
service and voltage support [4]. However, all these advanced
applications of smart distribution systems rely heavily on new
control, protection and communication systems of DERs [5].
Field testing of new technologies is prohibitive for utilities
even though it has high value. Alternatively, the hardware-in-
the-loop (HIL) technique with both grid systems and com-
munications networks provides an effective means to mimic
and evaluate the real-world grid operation with DERs under
various scenarios and events.

HIL CPS testbed technology, as a promising solution, has
been studied in the research community to investigate the
interactions among different infrastructures for DER applica-
tions [6]–[11]. Specifically, the increasing prevalence of DER-
based CPS and their common-mode vulnerabilities may lead
to cyber-threats and risk of tripping DERs offline, resulting
in power disruptions and instability in the distribution grid
operation. The HIL DER testbeds, such as power HIL [6],
[7], communications HIL [8], power and controller HIL [9],
have been developed with separate and dedicated HIL co-
simulation approaches. Several existing DER CPS testbeds
have been reviewed in [10]. One example HIL testbed is
the NREL DER test facility [11], which mainly focuses
on characterizing the performance and reliability of DER
systems, supporting standards development, and investigation
on emerging & complex system integration challenges. The
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IEEE 1547 standards for the DER interconnection have also
been developed and validated in this DER test facility [12].
However, the validation of DER applications on the holistic
HIL CPS testbed remains under-investigated.

Built upon these facilities at NREL, this study further
proposes a power and communications hardware-in-the-loop
(PCommHIL) CPS testbed for characterizing the performance
and reliability of the DER system. It aims to meet the increas-
ing needs of simulation of the interconnected physical power
grid, communication infrastructure, and emerging DERMS ap-
plications under one holistically integrated platform. The main
contributions of this paper are threefold: 1)industry-grade DER
and smart meter hardwares, hybrid communications network,
and DERMS, have been developed and integrated into the
proposed PCommHIL CPS testing platform, which provides
an effective means to validate advanced DER applications; 2)
two DER monitoring and control cases of grid applications
have been developed via hybrid communications network
at the utility-scale distribution grid. Hybrid communications
network refer to the network with more than two different
communication technologies within one network. and 3) a
suite of hybrid communications network designs have been
investigated to assess the impact on latency and packet loss
rate for DER monitoring. Even though this study only con-
siders two applications, the proposed testing platform has the
flexibility and scalability for other smart grid cyber-physical
and cyber-security applications.

Fig. 1. DER Applications Architecture with Hybrid Communications

II. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN OF POWER AND
COMMUNICATIONS HIL CPS TESTBED

In this section, the hybrid communications system and the
corresponding architecture design of the PCommHIL testing
platform are presented in detail.

A. DER Monitoring and Control Architecture with Hybrid
Communications System

The hybrid communications system for DER monitoring
and control typically consists of three subnetwork as shown
in Fig. 1: 1) Home area network (HAN), where DER devices
are interconnected and the smart meter works as the DER
aggregator; In HAN, usually low-power wireless personal area
network (LoWPAN), Zigbee and power line communication
(PLC) are used; 2) Neighborhood area network (NAN), by
which the DER monitoring information and control signals are

exchanged between smart meters at the customer’s premise
and the local data concentrators (DC); Commonly used in
NAN are three communication technologies: WiFi ad-hoc,
WiMAX, and Ethernet cables; Both ADMS consisting of
the situational awareness of DERs, electrical modeling, and
power flow functions, and DERMS including least-cost op-
timization control, integration, and interfaces of DERs, are
usually implemented in the data concentrator of the utility
control room. 3) Wide-area network (WAN), through which
the data from local collectors are passed on to the control
room at DSOs or TSOs for situational awareness and advanced
grid applications; WAN usually employs high-speed optical
cable, commercialized AT&T and Verizon telecommunication
network, or PLC in utilities. Thus, from the DER to the utility
control room, a hybrid communications network consists of
HAN, NAN, and WAN with different communication proto-
cols may be used for DER applications. The four most popular
alternative designs shown in Table I.

TABLE I
HYBRID COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FOR DER APPLICATIONS

Hybrid Type Home Area Network Neighborhood Area Network
Hybrid 1 Zigbee Ethernet cable
Hybrid 2 Zigbee WiFi
Hybrid 3 PLC Ethernet cable
Hybrid 4 PLC WiFi

B. Architecture of Power and Communications HIL Testbed

To validate the interplay among practical DER devices,
communications infrastructures, and advanced grid applica-
tions, we designed the architecture of the power and commu-
nications HIL (PCommHIL) CPS testing platform with DER
applications in the loop, as shown in Fig. 2. The interop-
erability and flexibility feature of the proposed architecture
allows for: 1) DER interconnection and DER devices to be
tested under realistic but simulated conditions; 2) evaluation
performance of of the designed communications infrastructure
and protocols; and 3) flexible evaluation of DER applications.

Fig. 2. Architecture Design of Power and Communications HIL Testbed

The architecture of the CPS testbed comprised of both
physical and cyber subsystems is shown in Fig. 2. In the
physical subsystem, a digital real-time simulator–Opal-RT–is
used to simulate the utility-scale power grid, which provides
simulated input data to the physical smart meters and to
design DER applications in a timescale from microseconds
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(for electromagnetic transient simulations) to milliseconds (for
dynamic phasor simulations). The output signals from the con-
trol application are fed back to the DER hardware and further
to the power system simulator in real time. The simulation is
updated based on feedback from the DER hardware, which
needs to be supplied with operational power (AC power, DC
power or both) that is consistent with conditions in the power
grid simulation. One example of the operational power is a
bidirectional AC power amplifier based on a voltage signal
from the power grid simulation, referred to as a grid simulator,
that has been typically used to supply the AC power required
by the DER power hardware. Sensors measure the AC current
supplied by the grid simulator and transmit that data to the
power grid simulation as a feedback. To ensure a stable and
accurate PHIL simulation, compensation needs to be added to
the loop, as described in [13]. Similarly, a DC power amplifier
can be controlled to deliver DC power consistent with the
power system simulation when necessary.

Fig. 3. Implementation Diagram of the PCommHIL CPS Testing Platform

In the proposed design, a photovoltaic (PV) inverter is
connected to a DC power amplifier, referred to as a PV
simulator, and to a Chroma grid simulator. The PV simulator is
configured with the solar insolation data or it can be controlled
from the Opal-RT. The inverter operates as if it were installed
with solar panels and connected to a utility grid, which
allows researchers to explore its behavior under a wide range
of operational conditions. This emulation technique is more
realistic than simulation because the simulation models may
not well capture the full range of realistic behaviors. Also, it
allows for testing of proprietary systems. In addition, the smart
meter-based advanced measurement infrastructure (AMI) is
connected to the Opal-RT through the analog signal, and it
enables to capture the realistic measurement behaviors and
the extended computational and communication capabilities
of smart meters using the Intel single board computer enable
the flexible deployment of DER applications.

In the cyber subsystem described in Subsection II-A, the
HAN consists of the PV inverter and its attached smart meter
through the power line communication (PLC) and Zigbee.
To enable these two alternative communication technologies
in the PV inverter, the Intel single board computer is also
employed. The NAN consists of smart meters and the data

concentrator through the most pervasive communication tech-
nologies of WiFi mesh and Ethernet cable. The data concen-
trator refers to the general-purpose computer which allows the
flexible implementation of the DERMS and ADMS. Compared
with the communication network simulator, the advantage of
integrating physical hybrid communications infrastructure into
the CPS testbed is to capture the full range of realistic behav-
iors of hybrid designs and cyber-physical DER applications

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF POWER AND COMMUNICATION
HIL CPS PLATFORM

Following the architecture design of the proposed
PCommHIL CPS testbed, the implementation diagram is
shown in Fig. 3, and it consists of power/communications
hardware in the loop (PHIL/CommHIL) subsystems. The
platform is setup at the Energy System Integration Facility
(ESIF) of National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
and the physical layout is shown in Fig. 4. In the PHIL
subsystem, the power components include two TerrSAS PV
simulators (600V/25A) , two Solar Edge single phase PV
inverters (240VAC/16A), the Chroma grid simulator (60kVA),
the Opal-RT simulator, and three Shark 200 smart meters. The
functions and connection through power and analog signals
have been described in the Subsection II-B.

Fig. 4. Layout of the PCommHIL CPS Testing Platform at the Energy System
Integration Facility (ESIF) of NREL

Fig. 5. Smart Meter with Communication and Computational Capability

In the CommHIL subsystem, the personal Mac laptop works
as the data concentrator and the attached USB adaptor enables
both Ethernet cable and WiFi connections in Fig 4. The
Netgear Orbi wireless router is employed to setup the WiFi
meshed NAN and the switch is used to build the Ethernet
NAN. From the communication point of view, each smart
meter as the joint node in both HAN and NAN, is required
to support four communication technologies. The Intel single
board computer is attached to each smart meter and configured
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to connect to 1) wireless adaptor and Ethernet cable for NAN,
and 2) PLC adaptor and Zigbee chip for HAN as shown in Fig.
5. Similarly, each Solar Edge single phase inverter is attached
with the Intel single board computer to enable connections of
PLC adaptor and Zigbee chip for HAN. Note that the control
command for the PV inverter can be delivered through the
hybrid communications network, and the control command
for simulated power modules can be transferred from data
concentrator to Opal-RT through Ethernet cable, which is
shown as the bright blue line in Fig. 3.

The links in the hybrid communications network is setup
according to the designed IP addressing scheme. Each com-
munication link, accuracy of the timestamp reporting, and the
simultaneous use of multiple communication links are verified
by sending sample packets obtained from both PV intervters
and smart meters with the basic configuration. In particular,
each communication node is synchronized to the Apple time
server to enable the accurate timestamp. Techniques such
as tuning system kernel parameters of system overhead and
latency, and switching to a low latency kernel, are applied to
improve the network latency.

IV. CASE STUDY OF HYBRID COMMUNICATIONS EFFECTS
ON DER APPLICATIONS

To evaluate the impact of hybrid communications network
on DER applications, both open-loop and closed-loop case
studies have been conducted. This section presents the refer-
ence test case (RTC), digital real-time simulation model of the
RTC, DER monitoring, control, and test bed results.

A. Reference Test Case

We consider the taxonomy feeder titled R2-25.00-1–referred
to as the RTC–containing 1,080 nodes. More details on the
feeder model is available in [14]. Fig. 6 shows the network
topology of the distribution feeder used in the setup. Two
PV inverters, three smart meters, and one data concentrator
exist within two HANs and one NAN. These devices were
integrated into the simulated model of the feeder through
analog IOs.

B. Development of RTC’s ePHASORSIM model

The ePHASORSIM is used to simulate the utility-scale
distribution grid of RTC in the Opal-RT. The ePHASORsim’s
phasor-domain solver typically performs at a time step of
several milliseconds, providing voltage and current informa-
tion in the phasor format. This phasor domain model was
interfaced to the power hardware through analog IOs. Current
information from the power hardware components are fed to
the ePHASORSIM model through the Simulink/RT-LAB.

This model was converted from GridLAB-D to ePHASOR-
SIM model. The topology of the converted model is shown
in in Fig. 6. Three smart meters are configured to measure
the voltage magnitude and angle of Node 217, the current
magnitude and angle of Node 13, and the real and reactive
power of Load 65, respectively. Two PV inverters are attached
to Node 217 and 13, respectively.

Fig. 6. Three Single-Phase Topologies of RTC in ePHASORsim

C. Development of DER Monitoring and Control Applications

We consider the DER monitoring and control applications
to validate the efficacy of the developed PCommHIL CPS
testing platform and to evaluate the performance of hybrid
communications designs for grid applications. In the data
concentrator, monitoring functions of the PV inverter and the
smart meter, and the Volt-Var control algorithm of the PV
inverter, shown in Fig. 7(a), are implemented. As Fig. 7(b)
shows, the implementation consists of initialization and loop
blocks and each block contains the detailed steps.

Fig. 7. Implementation of DER Monintoring and Control Apps at the DC

Similarly, both applications of smart meter monitoring and
PV monitoring and control are implemented in the smart
meter’s Intel single computer. Compared with the implemen-
tation in the data concentrator of Fig. 7(b), the initialization
block also includes the Modbus connection setup with the
smart meter to extract grid status, and the message forwarding
function for the PV monitoring and control is located in the
loop block. Finally, the PV inverter’s Intel single computer is
employed to extract PV status data and dispatch the PV control
signal with the PV inverter via the Modbus connection.

D. Result Analysis

We initially conducted the monitoring function test and
aimed to answer three questions: 1) whether four hybrid
communication network designs can meet the requirement
of the latency and packet loss rate; 2) which subnetwork
dominates the performance of the whole hybrid network;
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and 3) how different data traffics impact the performance of
communications network. To answer these questions, three
scenarios with different traffic types are considered: a) PV
data traffic on four hybrid designs; b) smart meter data traffic
on two types of NAN; and c) both PV and smart meter data
traffics on four hybrid designs. The PV data sample rate is
0.5 sample/s, and each sample with 14-byte in length includes
4-byte grid voltage, 3-byte PV inverter name, 3-byte link
name, and 4-byte time stamp. Thus, the sending rate of PV
data traffic is 7 bytes/s or more in practice. The smart meter
sample rate is also 0.5 sample/s and each sample contains
72-byte measurement data, 3-byte smart meter name, 3-byte
link name, and 4-byte time stamp, amounting to 82 bytes in
length per sample measurement. The grid measurement data
includes three-phase line-to-line voltage, current, real power,
reactive power, apparent power, and power factor. Thus, the
sending rate of smart meter data traffic is 41 bytes/s.

TABLE II
RESULTS OF DER MONITORING AT PCHIL PLATFORM

Index Scenario Latency (ms) Scenario Latency (ms)
1 SM WiFi 6.48 SM Ethernet 1.95
2 PV Zigbee WiFi 1311 PV Zigbee Ethernet 839
3 PV PLC WiFi 1302 PV PLC Ethernet 837
4 PVSM Zigbee WiFi 1210 PVSM Zigbee Ethernet 804
5 PVSM PLC WiFi 1237 PVSM PLC Ethernet 786

Table II shows the latency results of monitoring function
for the three scenarios at the PCommHIL platform. From the
implementation results, three observations of the data package
latency performance are: 1) Due to the high bandwidth of
WiFi and Ethernet, the latency of WiFi and Ethernet based
NANs in Scenario 2 of Table.II with smart meter data traffic
are 6.48 ms and 1.95 ms, respectively, even though the smart
meter measurement rate of 41 bytes/s is much higher than
the PV data rate of 7 bytes/s. Nevertheless, both meet the
requirement of 300 ms of package latency. 2) From the results
of Scenarios 1 and 3 involving PV data traffic, the latency
performance for all four hybrid designs are around 1 second,
which does not meet the requirement of 300 ms. These results
indicate that the bandwidth of HAN denominates the latency
performance of hybrid network due to the lower capacity,
which is consistent with the simulation results. 3) Comparing
the latency performance in Scenario 1 with only PV data
traffic with that in Scenario 3 with both PV and smart meter
traffic, it concludes that there is no strong inter-dependency
between traffic types and the latency performance because of
the limited bandwidth in HAN and sufficient bandwidth in
NAN. Experiment results show that the packet loss rate for all
scenarios are zero, which meets the requirement of less than
0.1% packet loss rate.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a new system-in-the-loop
(SIL) for DER monitoring and control and a new power
and communications hardware-in-the-loop (PCommHIL) CPS
testing platform. The developed PCommHIL testing platform
consists of simulated distribution grid, DER and smart meter
hardware, hybrid communications infrastructure, and DERMS,

which enables a greater interoperability and flexibility to
accommodate different communication protocols and network.
Two DER monitoring and control applications with hybrid
communication infrastructures have used to validate the ef-
ficacy of the proposed PCommHIL CPS testing platform. The
case study with hybrid communications designs for the DER
monitoring shows that the HAN communication technologies
dominates the overall performance of hybrid communications
designs. Future research will focus on the development, im-
plementation, and validation of advanced grid interactive DER
dispatch algorithms, their cyber-physical fashion and further
cyber-security strategies for the DER-based smart distribution
grid with the developed PCommHIL CPS testing platform.
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